
So I solve so fast calculators can’t define me
math debris’s all behind me
What’s 50 A plus to a scholar like me 
can you please remind me?
(Solve so fast) This is crazy 
skills so boss you can’t graze me
You boast mad skills but ur √2 and I’d look at you like man you crazy                                       
(Solve so fast) My math sick 
don’t come to me with your kid tricks
(Solve so fast) I’m just here
blasting through the arithmetic
Geometry: I'm able to solve area, take your pick
Lateral, Triangle, Hexagon, Sides 6

(Solve so fast) Got an octagon, Pi number goes on and on
Polygons with congruent sides, putting to work all my neurons
(Solve so fast) You smart too? 
You better know one prime is two
You study hard what I expect 
you’ll be in L1 getting A plus too
(Solve so fast) You be sweatin 
working hard for all 5 days
Right angles, math symbols, Algebra is my forte
(Solve so fast) Kid, behave, don’t mess with Urib-eyy
Bring your, A game, Not getting ya way, not BK

[Hook]
Solve so fast calculators can’t define me
(That so cray, that so cray, that so cray)
Solve so fast calculators can’t define me
(That so cray, that so cray, that so cray)

Verse 2

Teach asked if I can you calculate it all?
I said, “Man, my numbers pouring like rainfall
I’ll come meet you in L1 Study Hall.
And soon my test will be posted on your wall"

(Solve so fast) That so cray, that so cray, got an A-yy? Got the bonus, got the bonus, that’s insane

Yo’ class so cold – freeze my brain
Act like you’ll never be around mathematicians like this again
Postulates rules don’t change, prove your work, it’s not by chance
Do your work or don’t advance, I’m just sayin'

Jesus Uribe




If you ain’t do it right then come ask me
Cause if you don’t, you gonna fail the test so badly
Why tired of figgas (figures)? You zombie, like Thrilla?
What’s wrong, my fella? Don’t be sc’rred, don’t be yella
Teachers say I’m the smartest, cause my skills’ are the illest 
Got my Math peers in L1 and they going gorillas, huh


